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Do you want to reduce stress, stop scrambling to get
your next leads, and still be able to pick your kids up
from the bus at 3:00? 
 
You can, if you ruthlessly cut out the busy work and
the tasks that don't take you toward you goals.
 
Below are some tactics, not a plan all by themselves.
Start by picking one and fit it into your existing
business plan. As you start to plan your business
around your life, start incorporating the tactics below
that fit with your vision.

Impossible? Nope
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Niche down your services
I'm sure you've heard that if you serve everyone, you can't serve anyone. Here's
another way to look at it - You're not Walmart, you're a boutique, you simply don't
have time to appeal to everyone. 
 
You need to specialize so that you can use the hours you have in the most effective
way.
 
Why? You have the chance to kick ass at something. But it will take focus and
discipline and if you try to serve too many types of people, your focus will be
fragmented. 
 
If you have to learn a new skill for each new client, you'll end up spending too much
time on projects. You won't make any money and you won't have time for your family.
 
So if you can only work with a limited number of people, it makes sense to take the
time and figure out which clients would be a good fit for you. 
 
Learn something well, do it well for a specific group of people, charge well.
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You know how you know what your best friend is going to say before she does?
Yeah, get to your ideal client that well. 
 
Often we're told to come up with demographics for our ideal clients. That might be a
good start, depending on your service. For most though, demographics won't matter. 
 
Just like you’re probably friends with folks of different genders, ages, stages in life, or
economic brackets, your customers could easily have different demographics. What
unites your friends is that they likely hang out on on the same social media platform,
read the same kinds of books on the beach, shop at the same stores, follow the same
people online, eat the same kinds of tacos.
 
If you can know your ideal clients as well as you know your friends, you can build
products and services that will help those clients and attract more of the same
clients. 
 
You want to find out what's the most frustrating part of their day, what they would do if
they won the lottery, why they get up and get going in the morning, what's stopping
them from dominating their day/job/life.
 
Sometimes, you read marketing articles that advocate building a profile of an ideal
client so that it's easier to sell your product. That's close, but not quite getting it. It's
you-focused. 
 
You want to have a profile of your ideal client so you can help them. Be client-
focused and focus on building products that actually help, not just ones that you can
sell. 

Get to know your ideal client
like you know your best friend
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What do I mean by that? 
 
Even if what you do is a service, you can standardize the delivery of the service so
that you do the same thing for every client.
 
You really don't have time to provide a bespoke experience to every client unless
you're charging a mint. And even then, if time is your bigger worry, you still probably
don't want to do completely custom work. 
 
Take every client through the same process. You can offer choices, or allow for
different variables for each client, but keep them on a common track. If you change
up you process with each project, you're wasting a lot of your time, your client's time,
and probably working very inefficiently.
 
For example, if you are a branding consultant, have a process that you take all your
clients through. It doesn't mean that you give every client a red circle logo. It means
that you have a discovery process that looks the same for everyone. You have a
design process that includes the same number of revision cycles for everyone. The
end result for each client will be wildly different because of the inputs from the client
and your research. But, the process, and just as importantly, the time it takes you is
the same.
 
Not only does your client get a smooth process, but you will have a process you can
package up and offer as a product. You'll know how long it should take, how much it
should cost you, and how to price so that you'll be sure to make a profit. You will be
able to better plan out your productized products on a calendar, and then plan around
them. 
 

Productize your services
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When you're trying to do a full day's work during the school day, I've found the key is
to look for ways to cut out processes entirely, or to automate as much as possible.
 
There are as many ways to automate and tools to use as stars in the sky. But every
automation (at least every one that will be helpful and time-saving) starts with a well
documented and well tested process. Without the process first, you end up spending
money on things you're not going to use, or automating processes that aren't helpful
or necessary.
 
Don't think that having the automation tool will magically fix a broken process. Nail
down your process first.
 
Here is just a short list of processes that you can automate:

Automate your processes

Appointment setting
Emails
Autoresponses to inquiries
Lead generation - hint: I can seriously help you here
Sales - I help with this one too!
Client onboarding
Service processes
Client offboarding
Referral process
Testimonial gathering
Customer Service requests
Client reporting
Social media posting
Invoicing
Bill Payments
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I don't know about you, but when I worked a corporate job, a huge part of the day was
actually spent on things like trying to avoid the creepy systems guy or watching for
you boss to have a free moment, or chatting with the gossipy product manager who
was biding her time until retirement. Very little time was actual, focused work time. I
remember sometimes I even had to book a conference room and hide to get real
work done.
 
But, when you run your own show, and don't want to spend all your family time
working, you'll have to actually work during your work time. Takes some getting used
to.
 
Easier said than done of course. Everyone from your spouse to your kid's room mom
thinks you have plenty of time to do one little thing during the school day. You don't.
You have less time than they do, and you have to remember that. Many of them
are still being paid while they scroll through Instagram waiting for 5:00pm.
 
The best thing I did was to start keeping a calendar, and blocking off time for client
work, my own business work, and family time. Don't get me wrong, I still run to lunch
with a friend and volunteer for field day at school. But I schedule those in advance,
and put them on my calendar. I still get derailed, and some days I shower while my
kid is at martial arts, but overall, I get a lot more done when I really plan how I'm
going to spend my time.
 
Boundaries go hand in hand with this. I find them extremely tough to enforce,
especially with my spouse or my mother. But I'm working on it! :) For anyone else,
I've worked up a small script to make saying no to a request easier. I pull out my
calendar and say, "I'd love to, but I'm booked. How about June 3 at 10? (or the next
time you feel like you have a free moment)." This puts the ball back in the other
person's court. If it's important, they'll schedule. If it's not, they won't. This leaves
some of your actual daily free time for your family's last minute requests like, "We
need a snack with a STEM theme for tomorrow's party." 
 
And finally, I try to do the same things at the same time each day/week/month. For
example, every Friday morning, from 7 - 10, I work on future items for my own
business. And every 15th and 30th(or 28/29th) I do my bookkeeping. This way, I don't
have to spend time trying to remember what to do next (at least not as much as I
used to!).
 

Be ruthless with your time
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Hi, I'm Kate Smith
I help business owning moms wrap up their day by 3:00 so they can
meet the school bus.
 
I believe in a world where parents can: 
  1. earn well to support their families, 
  2. have the satisfaction of meaningful work, 
  3. and can enjoy time with the family they're supporting.
 
I'm so glad you downloaded this guide. These tips are the ones that
have helped me the most with my own time management. To say
thank you, I'm going to send you a few emails* over the next few
days with some worksheets to help you through each of these tips,
so you can work their benefits into your own business.
 
*If you didn't join my email list to get this guide, or if you need to re-
subscribe, here's a quick link to do so:
https://hellokatesmith.com/email-list-sign-up/

Thanks! 
Looking forward to
getting to know you!
Read more at:
http://hellokatesmith.com
 


